
 

 

LECTURE 8 
 

The Analysis of corporality ( rupa色 ) and mentality (nama名) in the Theravada tradition and the 

mental process as described in the Theravada Abhidhamma. 
 

Theravada Abhidhamma Practical Approach to Investigation of Rupa 

 

 

motto: The four great elements have all different characteristics, yet always appear together. 

Therefore， they are empty, inside and outside, they are just illusory thoughts. (Lankavatara sutra). 

 

  

According to the living tradition of Vipassana based on the Commentaries to Suttas and 

Abhidhamma, a yogi wishing to realise the ultimate realities(paramattha,勝義) should proceed in 

the following order: 

 

1/ Mastery of Samatha止 as the base for Anupadavipassana次第觀 practice 

2/Analysis of Nama-Rupa 名色and mental processes (cittavithi心過程) 

3/ Analysis of Dependent origination based on a direct experience of the cittavithis 

4/ Progressive stages of Vipassana觀 till a complete abandoning of all defilement. 

 

In order to understand the peculiarities of the Yogacara approach to the practice of Shamatha and 

Vipashyana it is very profitable to study the other systems of Abhidharma. Since only the 

Theravada is a living meditation tradition, we are giving a brief summary of the analysis of 

corporality and mentality in this tradition. How one analyses the corporal and mental phenomena in 

our experience depends how we make the object in the mind 在意。 

The analysis of the corporality and mentality is in the Theravada tradition emphasizing a practical 

approach, while the Sarvastivada 一切有部， and the tradition of the sanskrt Buddhism, which 

owns a lot to the Sarvastivada approach, emphasizes rather a rational understanding. 

Since both traditions have the same aim, the liberation from suffering, it is advisable to become 

acquainted with both, at least in the basics, which I shall try to convey in this course. 

 

 

In the words of Visuddhimagga (tr. Nanamoli p,679-680) ; (A yogi) to accomplish the definition of 

nama-rupa, if his vehicle is Samatha (samatha yanika止為乗 yogi), he should emerge from jhana禪 

(1-7) and discern according to characteristic, function, manifestation, primary cause（相，味.，現

顯， 近因 ) the jhana factors (jhanangas禪支=the causes of jhana) and states associated with them. 

That should be defined as mentality (nama名)...... 

Then he seeks to find what it's occurrence is supported by......= heart base心所依...... 

One whose vehicle is insight (vipassana yanika 觀為乗yogi)， however usually enters the defining 

practice by the four elements meditation. ( see VM chapter 11) 

 

For a basic theory of classification of rupa色 in accordance with the tradition of the Pali 

commentaries, Chapter 6 of The Manual of Abhidhamma (Abhidhammatthasangaha) by Anuruddha  



 

 

should be studied carefully ( see the translation by Ven. Narada, or Ven. Bhikkhu Bodhi) in terms 

of five definitions 

1/ Brief exposition (samuddesa) 

2/Analysis (vibhanga) 

3/ origination (samutthana) 

4/ Clusters ( kalapato) 

5/ Occurance of Rupa clusters with states of existence, time, and classes of beings (pavatttikkamato) 

 

For the theory of meditation on four elements see VM chapter 11,( tr. Nanamoli p. 380-406). 

The practical approach to practice is mentioned in brief in the Mahasatipatthanasutta (D.2.p.294) 

and more in a detailed way in three suttas of the Middle collection of discourses. 

A/   Number 28 -Mahahatthipadopamasutta , (M.1.p.185, tr. Nanamoli, Bodhi p. 278-285) 

B/   Number 62- Maharahulovadasutta , (M.1 p. 421, tr. Nanamoli p. 527-531) 

C/   Number 140- Dhatuvibhangasutta, (M.3.240, tr. Nanamoli p. 1087-1096) 

 

The theoretical base for the meditation on four elements, called great primaries (mahabhuta四大, 

because they have become=bhuta great in alternations. VM tr. p.402). The first step,  is  defining 

the four elements in four aspects to understand theirs arising in dependent origination. 

 

1/ Pathavidhatu地界 (earth element, is called  an element, dhatu界,  because of bearing own 

characteristics自相， because of grasping (adana執) and because of appropriating (adhana執受) 

suffering VM.p.397). It has the characteristic (lakkhana相) of hardness or stiffness (kakhalatta堅，

粗). In the practical method it is studied together with five other aspects, namely roughness, 

heaviness and their opposites, softness, smoothness, lightness. The first three represent the heavy 

side of earth, and theirs opposites the light side of the same. In the Pali commentaries it is a matter 

of special emphasis, that the characteristics of the elements (lakkhana相) are the very things they 

characterise (lakkhya所相) , not different from them.  The elements should not be understood as 

some kind of lasting substances with changing characteristics. In other words, hardness is nothing 

else than the earth itself。  In Buddhism there is no clearly cut distinction between the sense data 

and sensation. Where ever these qualities appear, there is earth present. (see Karunadasa; The 

Theravada  Abhidhamma p. 171). Besides, it is important to understand clearly that the different 

qualities of earth and of the other three elements appear always together at one place, positionally 

inseparable in one cluster, yet separable by their different characteristics. (VSM清淨道論 452, tr. 

Nanamoli p.402-3). Thus the earth element is held together by water, maintained by fire, and 

distended by air, while acting as condition for the other three elements by becoming their 

foundation. Similarly for the other elements.  

 Also the different qualities of earth and other elements, their heavy and light sides, are just a matter 

of  prominence (ussada) they assume  through conditioning. To quote the Atthasalini (p.333), the 

commentary to the first book of Pali Abhidhamma (Dhammasangani) ;” The three elements ( that is 

earth, fire and wind represent the tangible {photabbha觸}。 As to the water element, it is in Pali a 

mental object {dhammayatana法處} experienced inferentially)。They appear at once 

(ekappaharena), at once they impinge the bodily sensitivity, but they do not give rise to bodily 

consciousness all at once.  It is because (their qualities) become an object by force of bending or 

turning to the object (abhujita)轉向 and by force of object's prominence (ussada)..... 

Where ever  the bodily sensitivity is prominent (due to these two reasons),  the bodily 

consciousness will naturally arise. 



 

 

The  function of earth element (rasa味) is the foundation (patitthana立) for other qualities in the 

same kalapa色聚, enabling extension in space. (VM p.287)， so as to receive other qualities.  

It's manifestation (paccupatthana現顯) is receiving (sampaticchana接受) of other qualities 

It“s primary cause (padatthana近因) are all other elements (avasesa dhatu餘界). 

2/ Apodhatu水界 (water element) has the characteristic of trickling paggharana漏), or oozing or 

simply flowing. Its function is to let grow (bruhana增長), Its manifestation is holding together 

(sangaha攝) or cohesion (abandhana黏). The heavy side of water being cohesion and the light side 

flowing. 

3/ Tejodhatu火界 (fire element). It's characteristic is heat (unhatta熱), it's function to mature 

(paripacana成孰), it's manifestation is supplying softness (madhavanuppadana給柔軟). The heavy 

side of fire is coolness, the light side is heat. 

4/ Vayodhatu風界 (the air element) has the characteristic of distending (vitthambana) or supporting. 

It's function is to cause movement (samudirana動). It's manifestation is transporting (abhinihara運) 

the other qualities in the same cluster, which are transported (abhinihata被運). In the practical 

method of investigation, the heavy side of wind is supporting, the light side is movement. 

 

The actual practice of the meditation on the four elements as practiced in Pa auk monastery in 

Myanmar ( see Pa auk Sayadow; The light of wisdom, or Mindfulness of Breathing and the Four 

Elements Meditation ) 

starts by arranging the twelve qualities of the four elements in a learning order (uggahakkama學次

第) as follows : pushing, hardness, roughness, heaviness, supporting, softness, smoothness, 

lightness, heat, coolness, flowing and cohesion. 

The first ten qualities are to be experienced directly through the bodily consciousness, the last to by 

inference. The yogi learns the qualities of the four elements through mastering the tenfold skill in 

giving attention to them, as described in VSM (chapter 8, tr. Nanamoli p. 263-7); following the 

order, not too fast, not too slow, eliminating distraction, transcending the realm of concepts 

(pannatti samatikkamanto超越慨念),  (temporary) leaving the unclear (characteristics), absorbing 

( in each characteristic), in accordance with three suttantas ( adhicittasutta {A.1,p.256-8 explaining 

giving attention appropriately to sign of concentration, exertion and equanimity 

respectfully},sitasutta {to realise supreme coolness  one restrains , exerts, encourages, and practices  

equanimity when needed, resolute to attain a higher state, delighting in Nibbana   A.2.p. 435}, 

Bojjhangasutta {Balancing Enlightment factors according to need S.5.113}). 

When all the characteristics in the learning order become clear objects, they are arranged in the 

natural order, earth, water, fire, wind and experienced faster and faster throughout the whole body 

until the concentration is well established. Then the bodily sensitivity in the body becomes bright 

and transparent. When this conditioning is achieved, by concentrating on dark empty space between 

the luminous mass, the compactness of body will dissolve and instead of one body, innumerable 

transparent and non transparent clusters of rupa will appear. 

At this stage the samatha止 part of the practice has been completed and the yogi can enter the 

vipassana part by analysing the constituent parts of the kalapas色聚. 

It happens when the seeming integrity of the body is disintegrated into a myriad of fast moving 

clusters of rupa, in which he starts to discern the four elements as he has been doing previously in 

the whole body. In the initial part of the practice, when the speed is still too fast, he can help 

himself by discerning the great elements in the kalapas and in the body alternatively.  



 

 

As he struggles to discern the constituent parts of the transparent and non transparent kalapas 

(kalapangas色聚分), their movement slows down until it eventually comes to halt altogether. 

It can happen, because the different qualities of the kalapa constituent parts are in fact all present in 

one place, not in different places, ( see VSMp. 452, tr. p. 402, also Atthasalini p,311, Y.Karunadasa, 

The Theravada Abhidhamma p.222 etc.) 

The kalapa, corresponding to atom in Northern Buddhism is the smallest possible cluster of unitary 

dharmas, existing never in isolation but always associated closely one with the other.  

The constituent parts of the kalapas can be analysed, however not in the manner of different kinds 

of beans existing in the same bag, because they exist inseparable in one single location. 

They arise and cease together as one unit, disappearing in the very location where they appear 

moment by moment. Thus their movement is in fact just appearance in a proximate different place 

(desantaruppati別方生, see Karunadasa p.174), in other words not real, however it should be 

understood clearly, the qualities of the constituent parts are real indeed as long as rupa exists. 

As long as the rupa exists, it will be characterised by breaking (ruppana破壞=rupa lakkhana), which 

tortures the beings.  

Only an Arahat is said to be one who transcends the torture of movement (=time, VSMT: Kala 

ghaso bhuto). So according to Visuddhimagga commentary, the constituent parts of the kalapa are 

heaped together (cito集), do not scatter (vikirati散)， and should be understood in terms of thick 

clusters analysed in different ways (pindita ghanabhuta hutva, nanappakarena gahetabbam 

appajjati). 

A yogi skilful in one pointedness of mind can indeed bring them to a halt and thus they become 

clear objects of perception. 

The same is true for the clusters of the mental dharmas名聚, the mental and non mental being 

parallel continuities in our experience. 

As to the kalapas themselves, they are said to be surrounded by space (paricchinna rupa限色) which 

defines their limits. Thus they can not touch one another (asamphuttha不互觸), can not get mixed 

together (asamkarabhuta), being like the concept of monad in Western philosophy. 

In the Theravada Abhidhamma, they are concepts only （Pannattimatta), since they can be 

dissolved in their constituent parts, which exist as true entities, which can not be further analysed. 

 

In the Theravada Abhidhamma there are eighteen real rupa entities色法, produced in dependent 

origination (and thus complete- nipphanna全色), by one of the four kinds of arising； karma, mind, 

climate=fire and nutritive essence (kamma,citta, utu, ahara業，心，火，食). They are objects of 

Vipassana meditation (sammassana rupa所觸色), because they have their specific nature (sabbhava

自體) and characteristics unique to them (salakkhana自相). 

These have to be mastered in order to study them in meditation. 

They are five sensitivities, (pasada rupas淨色) , called sensitivities because their fitness to be 

impinged by their respective objects, colour, sound, odour, taste and tangible (rupabhighataraha 

bhutapassadalakkhana etc.). The first four sensitivities are concentrated in the respective organs 

(eyes etc.), while the sensitivity of the body spreads in the whole body. 

They are all arisen by kamma業生 and are transparent透明.  

Seven kinds of rupa, experienced through the sensitivities which they impinge (cakkhupatihanana 

etc.) Colour, odour, taste are present in every kalapa  of four kinds of origination without exception,  

as to sound it can be mind or climate originated. The tangible, earth, fire, wind are also present in 

every kalapa. 



 

 

Next rupa present in every kalapa of the four kinds of origination is the nutritive essence, Oja營養 . 

It is experienced by mental consciousness (dhammayatana法處). 

Life faculty (jivitendriya命根) is present in kamma originated kalapas only sustaining them in the 

same way as mental life faculty sustains each and every mental cluster (cittakalapa心生色聚).  It is 

also dhammayatana法處.  

Male and female sex faculty (itthi, purisindriya男根) also only in kamma originated kalapas業生色

聚, non transparent, penetrating each part of the body, manifesting it's feminine or masculine nature 

(bhava性). 

Water element水界 (apo dhatu) is present in every kalapa of four kinds of origination, but is object 

of inference and therefore belongs also to the dhammayatana法處. 

Finally the most controversial among the Theravada rupa dharmas色法, is the heart base 

(hadayavatthu心物), kamma originated, non transparent, described as blood in heart in the shape of 

an inverted lotus. 

It is a base for mind element and mental consciousness element, functioning as their 

support.( manodhatumanovinnanadhatunam nissaya意界與意識界所依). 

Besides these the Pali commentaries describe ten other rupa dhammas which are not suitable objects   

of Vipassana (asammasana不能直接觸) as their characteristic does not have a momentary arising 

and ceasing. 

They are space or ether (akasa虛空), characterised as limit of all forms, revealing their extremes. 

Rupa as manifestation表色, because  ones  state of mind can be known through it, or it's intention is 

being known through the body (kaya vinnatti身表) or through speech (vacivinnatti口表).The first is 

described as a modal alternation of mind produced  by wind element, and the second by the earth 

element.  

Three rupa qualities of alternation (vikara rupas變異色)， because their presence in the kalapas 

make them light (lahuta), soft (muduta) and pliable (kammannata). They oppose slowness,  stiffness 

and unbalanced state of material formations appropriated by once mind continuity. Thus they 

provide a healthy state of the body. 

Four characteristics of rupa (lakkhana rupa相色) called integration (upacaya), continuity (santati), 

decay (jarata) and impermanence (aniccata). These are not to be seen as distinct from the dhammas 

they characterise, but as occurrence in the process of experience of materiality during once life, but 

also moment by moment. The integration means preparation of the ground for occurrence ( like 

filling the well), continuity means just arising, decay is just duration and impermanence is just 

cessation. 

 

A skilful yogi becomes familiar with rupa (rupannu知色),  when in the words of the commentary to 

the Great Discourse on the Cowherd (M.N.33 Mahagopalakasutta), he gets to know all the material 

qualities inside and outside of his body by counting them (in accordance with their occurrence in 

the kalapas of four kinds of origination (ganato va samutthanato). 

A detailed study of the material qualities is done by seeing them in the forty two constituent parts of 

the body. Twenty two with prominence of earth, ten with prominence of water plus four kinds of 

fire and six kinds of wind present in one's material continuity. (See VSM  tr., chapter 11, p.386-

395 ) 



 

 

One starts by studying one by one  the the nine kinds of kamma originated  transparent kalapas, (in 

the five doors= eye,ear,nose, tongue and body), then the non transparent heart base kalapas in the 

heart and finally the non transparent male or female sex kalapas spread everywhere in one's 

appropriated bodily continuity. (upadinna rupa執受色). They all have ten constituent parts, eight 

basic (avinibhoga無分開) plus life faculty and sensitivity, sex or heart base part. Besides there are 

kamma created kalapas 業生色聚of nine constituent parts present in bodily fires and wind. 

There are six mind originated kalapas心生色聚, the basic octad (suddhatthaka八分色聚), nonad 九

分of bodily expression and decade of vocal expression. If the three rupas of alternation are added to 

them they become undecad十一分 and dodecad十二分. Sometimes the in and out breath kalapa is 

added. 

There are four climate created kalapas火生色聚, the basic octad, sound nonad 九分and they also 

become undecad and dodecad when three rupas of alternation is added. 

Finally, there are two rupa kalapas originated by nutritious essence (aharaja食生色聚), the basic 

octad, becoming undecad when the rupas of alternation are added. ( See the chart of composition of 

material clusters in Karunadasa's “The Theravada Abhidhamma p.233-4) 

 

 Besides the kalapas are to be studied in ones own material continuity by investigating them as to  

theirs origination. Some non sensitive parts of the body (gorge, dung, pus, urine) are climate 

originated only, others ((tears, sweat, spittle, snot) are climate and mind originated, bodily fires are 

karma originated only, in and out breath is mind originated and the rest is of  fourfold origination. 

The inanimate rupas outside the body are all either climate originated pure octads, or nonads if 

sound is added. 

 

This detailed analysis of rupa色 is a base for a detailed analysis of nama名. 

So according to the explanation we find in the Sutta of Fruits of Recluses (Samannaphalasutta, 

Dighanikaya 2 and its commentary), a yogi wishing to succeed in Vipassana觀 should make the 

material qualities in his body as clear as a transparent jewel, through which a string (vipassana 

knowledge= mentality心法) can be led. Similarly one should understand this body composed of 

four elements, born from parents, maintained by food, subject to all kinds of torments due to its 

impermanence and contemplate it in this way: My consciousness has this as base, it is bound to it. 

And the Haliddakanisutta of the Khandasamyutta S,N, tr. Bodhi p.860: The form element (rupa色) 

is the home (oka住) of consciousness (similarly the feeling, perception and volitional formation 

element are home of consciousness).... Tathagata is called one who roams about homeless.” (rupa 

vinnanassa oko, tathagata vigata chando anokasayi) 

 

 
Nama Vavatthana分別名, The analysis of mind and mental factors 

 

 

In Pali commentaries four niyamas規矩( four rules governing all phenomena) are mentioned; 

(a) Citta niyama心 

(b) Kamma niyama業 

（c） Dhamma niyama法 

(d) Bija niyama種子規矩 

 



 

 

 Two types of mind described in the Theravada Abhidhamma: 

1/ Vithi citta心過程; (Mind occurring in active mental processes at six doors of perception) 

2/ Vithi mutta citta 離心過程( mind freed from active processes of cognition; patisandhi,接生心 

bhavanga有分心, cuti 死心). 

 

Sabbacittasadharana一切心所有的心所, the mental factors that accompany every Citta 

(1) Phassa 觸= contact/touching of the object (Lakkhana/ characteristic); 

= the 'joining' between object and consciousness (Rasa / function). 

(2) Vedanå受 = experiencing the feeling of the object. 

(3) Saññå想 = (mentally) marking the object. 

(1) Cetanå 思= urging / organizing the associates Citta-Cetasikas to reach the object. 

(2) Ekaggatå 定= reaching one object only; 

= not letting the mental associates (sampayutta) to be scattered. 

(In some cases, Ekaggata is called Samådhi) 

(1) Jivita 心命根= protecting / looking after the accompanying Citta-Cetasika (= the associate 

states, sampayutta dhammas ) 

(1) Manasikåra作意 = controlling / 'pushing' the Citta Cetasikas(= the associate states, sampayutta 

dhammas)  towards the object 

 

6 miscellaneous Cetasikas 

(1) Vitakka 尋= initial application (or placing)  Citta and the associate states on the object; 

(2) Vicåra 伺= reflecting (= continually stroking the object ) 

(3) Adhimokkha 勝解= deciding on the object, not groping 

(4) Viriya精進 = striving 

(5) Piti喜 = joy or liking for the object. 

[6]Chanda欲 = wanting or wishing for an object, wishing to do; 

 

These thirteen together are called annasamana （7+6）, they appear in all states of mind, kusala, 

akusala, vipaka, kiriya, lokuttara.j 
11 善心心所 sobhana (mental factors): 

(1) Saddhå 信, Confidence 

1) Sati,念 Mindfulness 

(1) Hiri,悔 Shame 

(2) Ottapa慘, Dread to do evil deeds 

(3) Alobha,無貪 Non attachment 

(4) Adosa,無嗔 Non hate 

(1) Tatramajjhattatå,行捨 Balanced state, impartiality, 

(2) Kåyapassaddhi身輕安, Tranquility of mental staes 

(3) Cittapassaddhi,心輕安 Tranquility of mind 

(4) Kåyalahutå,身輕 Lightness of mental states 

(11) Cittalahutå心輕, L. of mind 

(12) Kåyamudutå身軟, Pliancy of mental states 

(13) Cittamudutå心軟, P. of mind 

(14) KåyaKammaññatå身適業, Adaptability of mental states, 

(15) CittaKammaññatå心適業, a. of mind 

(16) KåyaPåguññatå,身練達 Proficiency of mental states 

(17) CittaPåguññatå心練達, P. of mind 

(18) Kåyujukatå身直, Rectitude of mental states 

(19) Cittujukatå,心直 R. of mind 

Six other beautiful mental factors which may be accompanying profitable states. 



 

 

(1) Pannindriya智根 =Amoha, Faculty of Wisdom 

(2) Karuna悲, Compassion 

(3) Mudita,喜 Sympathetic joy 

(4) Sammavaca正語, Right Speech 

(5) Sammakammanta,正業 Right Action 

(6) Sammajiva正命, Right Livelihood 

These are twenty five wholesome mental states in Pali, also called Sobhana=Beautiful善 

The unprofitable mental  factors 

Sabbakusalasadharana一切不善心有的心所= appearing in all unprofitable states of mind 

1/ Moha,癡 Delusion 

2/ Ahirika無悔, Shamelessness 

3/Anottapa無慘, No moral dread 

4/ Uddhacca掉舉, Restlessness 

 

Lobha group貪聚 

5/ Lobha,貪 Attachment 

6/Ditthi見, (wrong) View 

7/ Mana慢, Conceit 

 

Dosa group嗔聚 

8/Dosa嗔, Hatred 

9/Issa嫉, Jealousy 

10/Macchariya慳, Avarice 

11/ Kukuccha後悔, Remorse 

 

Moha group癡聚 

12/ Thina,惛 Sloth 

13/Middha沈, Torpor 

14/ Vicikiccha疑, Doubt ( regarding attha saddheya vatthu) 

 

Altogether  there are fourteen unprofitable mental states in the Pali Abhidhamma 

Thirteen annasamana, twenty five sobhana=beautiful, fourteen akusala=unprofitable mental states make 

fifty two mental factors to be learned in 89 types of mind. 

Citta心= Vinnanakhanda識蘊 

Citta lakkhana 心相(characteristic) = vijanana了別, distinguishing the object. 

Citta and Cetasikas,心與心所 Mind and mental factors are 

1/Ekuppada arise together 

2/Ekanirodha, cease together 

3/Ekalambana, same object 

4/Ekavatthu, same base 

 

Profitable states are differentiated according to the sphere of perception;界 sensual欲界, fine forms色

界, formless無色界, and supramundane出世界. 

In the kamavacara sphere欲界 are eight kinds of profitable states,善心  differentiated according to 

(a)feeling= somanassa 喜(pleasant) or  upekkha 捨 (equanimity ), (b) nana 智相應(knowledge) 

sampayutta, vipayutta智不相應=associated or dissociated with knowledge, (c)sasankharika有行, 

asankharika無行= prompted or unprompted. If prompted with thina middha.惛沈 

In the rupavacara sphere色界 five jhana states differentiated according to jhanangas禪支 (jhana factors 

or causes of jhana) 

In arupavacara sphere 無色界four jhanas differentiated accordance to the objects 



 

 

In the supramundane sphere are four kinds of mind differentiated according to Path moment. 

So altogether 21 kinds of kusala cittas (profitable mind states) to be experienced to obtain a thorough 
knowledge of mind accordind to Abhidhamma 

 

There are in Pali twelve unprofitable states of mind divided in three groups 

The unprofitable states of mind exist in the sensual sphere only 

(1) Lobha =greed group contains eight states of mind divided according to (a)feeling , somanassa or 

upekkha喜或捨, (b) associatiate or dissociate with view (ditthisampayutta見相應, ditthivipayutta), (c) 

prompted 有行or unprompted. According to case Mana慢 or Ditthi見 can be added. 

(1) Dosa嗔 =hate group, always accompanied with domanassa=resentment, prompted or 

unprompted. According to case Issa, Macchariya, Kukuccha can be added. 

(2) Moha癡=delusion group, always with equanimity appears in it's pure form either with vicikiccha 

(doubt) or uddhacca (agitation) 

  

There are 36 kinds of resultant (vipaka異熟) states of mind 

1/ eight profitable resultant states of mind, same structure as eight profitable states 

2/ five profitable resultant states in fine sphere 

3/four profitable resultant states in formless sphere 

4/ four supramundane profitable states = four fruition moments (phala cittani果心) 

These are 21 resultant mental states with roots (6 roots are alobha, adosa, amoha, lobha, dosa, moha), 

Following are fifteen mental states without root cause 

5/ Dvipancavinnana兩種五識, = cakkhu眼,sota耳,ghana香, jihva,舌 kaya身= eye, ear, nose, tongue, 

body consciousness. They appear in profitable as well as unprofitable mental process, therefore ten 

mental states. Atogether ten, appear in either profitable or unprofitable states. 

6/  Two Sampaticchana接受心= Receiving consciousnesses appearing in profitable and unprofitable 

mental processes based on five senses. 

Five kinds of sensual consciousness and Receiving consciousness are called in Pali Abhidhamma 

Manodhatu意界= Mind-element, as opposed to other consciousnesses which are called 

Manovinnanadhatu 意識界+Mind-consciousness-element due to their being more developed states of 

mind. 

7/ Three kinds of Santirana簡察心 = Investigating consciousnesses, unprofitable only with equanimity, 

profitable either with equanimity or pleasant bodily sensation (sukha), when the object is extremely 

desirable (atittharammana) 

 

There are in Pali twenty kinds of so called Kiriya唯作= Functional mental states 

Seventeen of them are with roots namely 

1/ Attha kamavacarakiriya八欲界唯作心= eight functional consciousnesses  with which an Arahat 

performs good deeds, being structurally same as the eight great profitable states in sensual sphere. 

2/ Five jhanas in fine form ， also only for Arahantas 

3/ Four formless jhanas ， also Arahantas only 

There are three rootless functional states; 

Pancadvaravajjana五識轉向心= Five Sense-door adverting consciousness accompanied by upekkha 

It also belongs to Mind element意界 

Manodvaravajjana意識轉向心= Mind-door adverting consciousness, being mind-consciousness 

element accompanied by upekkha 

Hasituppadacitta起笑心=Smile producing consciousness accompanied by a pleasant sensation, unique 

for an Arahat only. 

 

These 89 types of mental states with their respective mental factors appear in three types of mental 

process (cittavithi心過程) 

1/ Pancadvaracittavithi 五門心過程 where 17 mind moments arise to complete the process of 

differentiating the object appearing at the five sense doors. These seventeen mind moments (citta khana) 



 

 

last the same duration as one single rupa moment. This is how the Theravada Abhidhamma explains the 

seeing, hearing etc, of the present rupa. 
The seventeen moments of the sensual consciousnesses are 

Atita Bhavanga過去有分心= past Bhavanga 

Bhavanga Calana 有分心動= Vibrating Bhavanga 

Bhavanga Upaccheda有分心斷= cutting the Bhavanga stream 

Pancadvaravajjana五門轉向心= Adverting to the five doors 

Sampaticchana接受心= Receiving Consciousness 

Santirana簡察心= Investigating Consciousnesses 

Votthapana決定心= Deciding 

Javana速行心= Impulsion, consciousness runs for seven mind moments 

Tadarammana彼所緣心= retention two moments after which the mind falls to Bhavanga. 

 

If the the object makes a very  great impact, the process continues till retention end, if great till 

Impulsion end, if little impact till votthapana, if not sufficient impact it ceases even without reaching 

Votthapana stage. If the object does not make a very great impact, in that case the past Bhavanga will 
last two or nine moments longer, deducing from the end of the seventeenth moment. In accordance with 

the citta abhujita principle. The duration of corporality lasts eighteen mind moments. 
 

There are two kinds of Mind -door 心門過程thought process 

1/ Pancadvaranupabandhika隨五門= appearing immediately after the five door process. 

Usually there is only one five door process, followed by many Mind-door processes, taking the mental 

image of the object that appeared at the five doors. 

2/ Suddha Manodvarikacittavithi純心門過程, or Visum visum= Pure mind door process. Happens when 

the object appears directly from the mind. 

 

The Cittaniyama 心規矩( the rule governing the mind process) in the case of Mind-door Thought 

process is: 

Bhavanga Calana有分心動 

Bhavanga Upaccheda有分心斷 

Manodvaravajjana心轉向心 

Javana速行心 

Tadarammana彼所緣心 

 

With a clear object (Vibhutarammana明所緣) mind falls back to Bhavanga after the two retentive 

moments,彼所緣 with an object that is not clear (avibhutarammana不明所緣) after javana 速行only. 

A yogi who wishes to perceive directly the mental processes in order to study them by a practical 

experience, should become familiar with six groups of six 

(1) Cha Vatthuni六物= Six bases ( sensitivity of eye etc.  Until Heart base) 

(2) Cha Dvarani 六門= Six Doors  ( Five sensitivities and Bhavanga) 

(3) Cha Vinnanani六識 = Six kinds of consciousness 

(4) Cha Alambanani六所緣= Six Objects (color till tangible plus dhammayatana = mental sphere, 

containing six objects in Pali: Five sensitivities, Sixteen subtle forms=sukhuma rupa, six kinds 

of consciousness, Fifty two mental states= Cetasikas, Nibbana and Concepts =pannatti. 

(5) Cha Vithiyo= Six Processes六心過程,( process through the eye door till mind door) 

(6) Cha Visayappavatti六境界轉= Six types of presentation of objects at the doors.( Four in sensual 

consciousness and two in mental consciousness). 

 

There are two special mental processes 

(a) Appana Vithicittapavatti安住心過程轉 =changing the plane from sensual sphere to the sphere of 

subtle forms or from a lower jhana to higher. 



 

 

Here the thought process is as follows; Manodvaravajjana心門轉向=adverting to mental door, 

parikamma遍作=preparation (does not appear if there is familiarity with the jhana object), Upacara近行

=attaining proximity,Anuloma隨行 =adopting, Gotrabhu成種性=overcoming lineage, Appana安住

=fixing 

(b)Lokuttara appana cittavithi出世心過程= attaining supramundane state, Manodvaravajjana, 

Parikamma,  Upacara, Anuloma, Gotrabhu, Magga=Attaining the path道心, 2 Phala果心 = two 

moments of path Fruition. ( Or three moments if Parikamma does not arise) 

 

A yogi familiar with the Abhidhamma model of mental processeses  can also learn to study the dying 

thought process (Cuticitta Vithi死心過程) and the Rebirth Thought Process (Patisandhi Citta Vithi接身

心過程) .It is the base for a detailed study of the second Vipassana Knowledge called Paccaya 

Pariggaha遍知緣= Discerning the conditions of the nama-rupa complex. In the Visudhimagga model for 

liberating the mind by seven kinds of purification, it is the fourth purification= Purification by 

Overcoming Doubt (Kankhavitarana visuddhi). 
The Dying process, where mind has one of  the three object (kamma業, kamma nimitta業相, gati 

nimitta趣相)mentioned in Pali ，there may be different variants of the following the thought process; 

Atita Bhavanga過去有分心 

Bhavanga Calana有分心動 

Bhavanga Upaccheda斷 

5 Javana thought moments速行心 

2 Retentions彼所緣 

Patisandhi接身心 

For the Rebirth Consciousness in the new Life; 

Patisandhi,接身心 16 Bhavangas,十六有分心 Manodvaravajjana心門轉向心, 7 Javana moments 七速

行心(as usual), 12 Bhavanga moments. 
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